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Hedge Fund Modeling and Analysis Using Excel and VBA (The Wiley Finance Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Co-authored by two respected authorities on hedge funds and asset management, this implementation-oriented guide shows you how to employ a range of the most commonly used analysis tools and techniques both in industry and academia, for understanding, identifying and managing risk as well as for quantifying return factors across several key...
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Implementing Cisco UCS SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Cisco Unified Computer System is a powerful solution for data centers that can raise efficiency and lower costs. This tutorial helps professionals realize its full potential through a practical, hands-on approach written by two Cisco experts.


	Overview

	
		Learn about various Cisco UCS equipment options...
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Innovation, Communication and EngineeringCRC Press, 2013

	This volume represents the proceedings of the 2013 International Conference on Innovation, Communication and Engineering (ICICE 2013). This conference was organized by the China University of Petroleum (Huadong/East China) and the Taiwanese Institute of Knowledge Innovation, and was held in Qingdao, Shandong, P.R. China, October 26 - November...
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Essential Fashion Illustration: MenRockport Publishers, 2009

	
		First-hand experience and passion for fashion illustration were the driving forces behind the creation of Essential Fashion Illustration: Men. The first half of the book focuses on technical drawings of the human body. The second half then branches out to fashion illustration using media such as watercolor, pastels, acrylics, and...
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Amazon S3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 30 hands-on recipes that will get you up and running with Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) efficiently


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to store, manage, and access your data with AWS SDKs
	
		Study the Amazon S3 pricing model and learn how to calculate costs by simulating practical...
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The One-Hour Business Plan: The Simple and Practical Way to Start Anything NewJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A guide to writing a successful business plan—in just one hour


	A strong business plan greatly increases a business chance of success, especially in an economic environment in which more than 50 percent of businesses fail within three years. Your business plan can serve as a foundation for your successful business....
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Myeloproliferative Disorders (Hematologic Malignancies)Springer, 2007

	This book contains a series of contributions from internationally renowned academics with special expertise in one or other diseases which collectively are grouped under the heading myeloproliferative disorders. There have been many recent developments in understanding the pathophysiology and a number therapeutic innovations in this area. A...
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Embedded System Design: Modeling, Synthesis and VerificationSpringer, 2009

	Embedded System Design: Modeling, Synthesis and Verification introduces a model-based approach to system level design. It presents modeling techniques for both computation and communication at different levels of abstraction, such as specification, transaction level and cycle-accurate level. It discusses synthesis methods for system level...
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The Inner Game of Stress: Outsmart Life's Challenges and Fulfill Your PotentialRandom House, 2009

	Renowned sports psychology expert W. Timothy Gallwey teams up with two esteemed physicians to offer a unique and empowering guide to mental health in today’s volatile world. The Inner Game of Stress applies the trusted principles of Gallwey’s wildly popular Inner Game series, which have helped athletes the world over, to...
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Ethnic American Cooking: Recipes for Living in a New WorldRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2016

	Ethnic American Cooking: Recipes for Living in a New World is much more than a cookbook. It contains recipes from almost every nationality or ethnicity residing in the US and includes a brief introduction to understanding how those recipes represent that group’s food culture. It...
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Bootstrap for ASP.NET MVCPackt Publishing, 2014

	Incorporate Bootstrap into your ASP.NET MVC projects and make your websites more user friendly and dynamic


	About This Book

	
		Grasp the intricacies of Bootstrap and how to use it with ASP.NET MVC
	
		Build your own tools and helpers to assist you in creating ASP.NET MVC Bootstrap sites in an...
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JavaScript Absolute Beginner's GuideQue, 2016

	JavaScript Absolute Beginner's Guide


	No experience necessary!


	 


	Make the most of JavaScript -- even if you've never programmed anything before. This book is the fastest way to learn JavaScript and use it...
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